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Boat Lift System 

Hydraulic Boat Lift System 5,6 T

The Hydraulic Boat Lift System is a high-quality product designed to effortlessly lift boats weighing up to 5,600 kg. Made from durable 
materials and coated with a corrosion-resistant finish, this system offers long-lasting durability and exceptional performance in challenging 
maritime conditions. It features an adjustable width to accommodate various boat sizes and hydraulic cylinders for smooth and effortless 
lifting. Designed for efficient operation, it has simple controls and reliable performance. Suitable for boats with inboard or outboard 
motors, the system includes four hydraulic boat lifts, each designed to lift 1,400 kg.

One of the key benefits of this lift system is its simplicity and safety when removing the trailer from under the boat. It provides effortless 
lifting solutions for any setting, whether in a shop, yard, or showroom. In addition, the revolutionary 10-minute boat replacement solution 
means there's no need to wait for a crane to pull a trailer to paint, repair, or store a boat.

The Hydraulic Boat Lift System is the perfect lifting solution for boats up to 5,600 kg. Its innovative design and durable construction make 
it a reliable choice for boat owners and maintenance facilities. With its adjustable width, effortless lifting capabilities, and simple controls, 
this hydraulic boat lift system provides a safe and efficient way to lift and store your boat on various surfaces. Trust the Hydraulic Boat Lift 
System for your boat lifting and storage needs.

 » Holding capacity of up to 5,600 kg for lifting and storing various boat sizes 
 » Adaptable for use on a variety of surfaces, including dirt, gravel, cement, and asphalt 

 » Effortless lifting solutions for multiple settings, including shops, yards, and showrooms 

 » Constructed with high-strength S355 structural steel for durability and reliability  

 » Revolutionary 10-minute boat replacement solutions, eliminating the need for a crane 

 » Simple and safe solutions for removing the trailer from under the boat 

 » Ball joint design allows for 360° rotation without restrictions 
 » Hull pad size of 90 x 120 mm for adequate support of boat hulls

Key Features:

The dimensions of tubular profiles, square profiles, threaded rod bars, and heavy-duty wheels change depending on the size and capacity of the products. 
We use high-quality materials, such as S235, S275, and S355, high-strength structural steels certified for their origin. To ensure the safety and quality of our products, 
we obtain a CE mark certificate for each one.

Accessories:

 » A hydraulic system powered by compressed air: Allows a single operator to handle up to four boat lifts simultaneously. This 
efficient and practical solution is perfect for boat owners and operators who want to maximize productivity

Durable Protective Coatings:

 » Powder Coating
 » High-Quality Paint Finish
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We are a complete metal fabrication company

Dimension:

 

The ultimate lifting solution for your boat up to 5,600 kg.

The dimensions of tubular profiles, square profiles, threaded rod bars, and heavy-duty wheels change depending on the size and capacity of the products. 
We use high-quality materials, such as S235, S275, and S355, high-strength structural steels certified for their origin. To ensure the safety and quality of our products, 
we obtain a CE mark certificate for each one.

* We can customize our products to fit your specific width, height, and capacity requirements.

Max capacity per jack: 1400 kg

Weight limit of boat: 5600 kg

Range of lifting: 500 - 1300 mm

Max arm extension: 400 mm

Length: 500 mm

Height: 1300 mm

Width: 850 mm

Weight: 105 kg


